
# Category Description Reserve Country

20 E A selection of 6 early QEII sets to £1, 20/- and $4.60 including 

countries Caymans, KUT (2 first sets), Montserrat, Nyasaland 

and St. Kitts Nevis, all fine mtd mint, Cat £595

£90 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

24 A Abu Dhabi & United Arab Emirates - very well filled green 

spring back binder with 100+ pages. A mint and mainly used 

duplicated accumulation with many sets. Abu Dhabi cats 

£1,032, UAE cats £8,162, a detailed list is with the lot, not 

areas that are seen in this quantity very often! Total Cat 

10,804

£700 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

26 A Ajman, Dubai and Fujeira in red 'spring back' album. Mint and 

mainly used duplicated collection to circa 1972 or so. On 70 or 

so album pages with better values, detailed valuation with the 

lot, cats £1633

£100 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

33 A Black stock book of Commonwealth items, QE2 period into the 

2000's STC £2,260 and includes Cyprus, Gibraltar, Ireland and 

Malta. 

£170 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

50 A Foreign collection to circa 1935 only, all world in two printed 

'New Ideal' Postage Stamp Albums, in total they are about  4 

inches thick. Contains a mint and used collection, with we 

estimate 2,000 ++ stamps, ranging from empty pages to quite 

full. Better bits seen and some interesting areas e.g. Iran. 

Switzerland is strong. Vendor says Cat £9,000++, unchecked by 

us but seems very probable and may well be understated. 

Recommended viewing.

£500 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



52 B GB and Channel Islands - Mint and used collection, much is 

U/M in 3 stock books and 4 Stanley Gibbons 'Windsor' Spring 

back albums, also one cover album and a bundle of loose 

Presentation Packs. Mint from 24 Wembley through to 

1980's/90's, used starts earlier. Good run throughs and 

useable face value exceeds £300+ Well worth a look

£140 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

57 A Large black 'Lindner' stock book with South Africa, Southern 

Rhodesia, Rhodesia & Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia. 

Substantial primarily mint and used duplicated stock laid out in 

chronological order. Includes good postage dues and Official 

sections as well. Many stamps identified, good lot with good 

retail potential, Catalogues £11,136 (detailed calculations with 

lot)

£900 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

67 A Large red 'SG' stock book well filled with ranges of mint and 

used worldwide material includes several miniature sheets and 

with many interesting items thrown in. Looks most interesting 

and we recommend you look at this. Will break well.

£240 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

68 A Large red stock book with many hundreds of stamps and mini 

sheets. 2/3 full but with overlapping contents. Very good 

variety and with much of interest to suit collector or packet 

maker. Needs viewing.

£125

WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

77 A Middle East collection in red 'Paragon' spring back album. Two 

pages of Oman, then Bahrain and South Yemen mainly used 

duplicated selections. Bahrain, cats £3,128 and South Yemen 

£692, total cat £3,800+ Not countries usually seen in this 

format. Will break well for club books or eBay.

£275 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



89 A Red Davo FDC 2 post binder with  80 different covers mainly 

from the Commonwealth 1937 Coronation issue from a range 

of countries. Many have been registered. Nice lot and near 

complete for issuing countries and territories.

£50 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

92 A Scandinavia with Denmark 1851-1983 mint & used collection 

in hinge less Davo album including 1851 4rbs u, 1854-57 vals to 

16sk u, 1858 4sk & 8sk u, 1864 to 16sk u, 1870 vals to 48sk u, 

1875-79 vals to 100ore u, 1904-06 to 100ore u, useful 

Newspaper issues including surcharges m & u, useful Parcel 

Post m & u, 1929 Cancer m, 1930 King Christian m, 1935 

Hansen u/m, then mint with mainly u/m through to 1983 

including definitive issues to 25k etc, condn mixed with the 

earlies but later condn fair to fine. Additional Faroes mint-u/m 

1975-1983 with sets and Greenland u/m from 1957-83 at back 

of book, Cat £4,470+ (100s)

£400 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

100 E Small commonwealth selection including Bechuanaland, KGVI 

sets to 10/- m & u plus Basutoland with 1954-58 to 10/-, 1961 

to 1r on 10/- and 1961-63 to 1r  good to fine mtd mint, Cat 

£490+

£60 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

126 E Yellow folder containing sets, stamps and some sheets, with 

many earlier issues. Various countries mostly Foreign with 

much being Europe. Detailed list accompanies indicating  retail 

prices totalling £480+ which look very cheap in many cases. 

Viewing strongly recommended.

£160 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

168 S 1951 Birds part set to 50Ags including 5c-1A, 2A, 3A, 5A and 

20A-50A, good to fine mtd mint, SG458-81, Cat £500+ (14)

£75 ANGOLA



172 E Two pages extracted from an old printed album, QV to KGV 

only, 39 stamps in all mint and used with 1/- and 2/6d values 

and what looks to be a good representation of the early QV 

issues. Clean lot and worth viewing.

£55 ANTIGUA

173 A 1861 - circa 1960 mint and used collection in a large 'Prophila' 

brown stock book. Quite extensive earlier issues and includes 

several miniature sheets to 1960 as well. There is a page of 

issues for Buenos Aries, whilst some are assumed to be 

reprints, there are a couple of genuine looking examples. Also 

a page for local posts of Cordoba and several pages of the 

earlier issues overprinted for ministerial department use as 

well as some officials. Many hundreds and will repay time 

spent in identification. High catalogue, condition varies from 

poor to very fine. Viewing strongly recommended if this area is 

of interest.

£200 ARGENTINA

176 E 2008 & 2009 u/m selection of sets and sheetlets we note 2008 

Monarchs, 2009 Turtles sheetlets (complete), then part with 

Darwin and Naval sheetlets etc, Cat £490+ (dozens)

£80 ASCENSION

184 2003-2005 First Day Covers in large ring binder album, 72 

different, useful range and all clean and unaddressed.

£30 AUSTRALIA

192 S Good to fine cto used selection on large stock card including 

1913-14 4d & 2/-, 1931-36 5/-, then "OS" perfin 1926-30 4d & 

5d then optd "OS" with  1931 Kingsford Smith plus Sydney 

Bridge etc, Cat £330+ (12)

£46 AUSTRALIA



193 A Green spring back binder with an 1937 to 1976 mint collection 

(many U/M) with better items. KG6 defins including 4 x 3d blue 

and Robes thick and thin papers, Navigators U/m etc. very 

comprehensive run through for period covered including some 

specimens (1948 high vals as an example), a good lot including 

some variants not always included in a basic collection,  cat 

£2397

£425 AUSTRALIA

195 A Kangaroos to circa 1980, mainly mint accumulation with 

duplication laid out in chronological order, includes a few 

blocks and has many sets. Good lot which will break well, very 

clean, cat £5534

£410 AUSTRALIA

203 A Substantial Ex Dealer mint and used stock in 2 red 'Marini 

Clipper' 6 page stock books from SG1 to circa 1987. Earlier 

volume to 1971 has greater depth and quantities. Massive 

catalogue value in excess of £7,500+ and also a considerable 

face value. Although some of the decimal mint issues are 

mounted, they are still available for postage use. Includes 

Kangaroos to 10/- (poor copy), many sets here and higher cat 

stamps duplicated. Good opportunity for reseller. 

£400 AUSTRALIA

205 E Collection of Queensland Postmarks on 41 Hagner sheets from 

KG5 Heads onwards. Many scarcer small town post marks and 

would be difficult to assemble, must be easily 2000+ items in 

this lot.

£70 AUSTRALIAN STATES



206 A New South Wales - 1850 to 1907 collection in green spring 

back binder. Circa 340 different items mint and used with 

minimal duplication other than for shades of which there are 

many. Almost everything is identified by SG catalogue number 

(not guaranteed by us) which appear reasonably correct. 

Includes many nice looking items. Cat value not fully calculated 

but STC £4,000+. A good lot with viewing recommended.

£250 AUSTRALIAN STATES

207 A Queensland - Blue 24 page (48 sides) WHS stock book with a 

collection of postmarks both numerals and named types. 38 

sides of various Victorian stamp issues laid out in numerical 

and alphabetical order and some Railway cancels, we counted 

860 stamps in this part of the album with many pairs and many 

different locations identified. The last 10 sides well filled with 

an accumulation of mainly 20th Century issues collected for 

their readable cds postmarks. There are probably a further 

circa 500 stamps in this part of the album. There are doubtless 

going to be some are and unusual postmarks here and these 

are very actively collected in Australia, there are specialist 

catalogues for them. One persons lifetime collection available 

as a basis for continuation. Impossible to replicate and a 

valuable lot.

£300 AUSTRALIAN STATES

209 S South Australia - SG271/272, 8d Ultramarine (19mm setting) 

plus a pair of the 16½mm setting. All mounted mint. The pair 

with some perf separation and some gum disturbance / 

adhesions. The left hand stamp clearly shows variety 'EIGAT 

for EIGHT', which is unlisted in SG but is very similar to another 

listed variant which catalogues £2,500! Very interesting lot. 

£160 AUSTRALIAN STATES



210 S South Australia, SG204A, £5 perf 11½ - 12½ used with dumb 

canceller. A rarely encountered adhesive, Cat £11,000 mint, 

unpriced used, although based on other values which are 

priced, we consider likely to be in the region of £1,400 - 

£1,500. Good stamp and rarely offered.

£130

AUSTRALIAN STATES

218 E 1990 - 2000, three Hagner with 19 different sheetlets of 

stamps fine U/M. Cat £595. Clean lot in very good condition.

£90 AUSTRIA

219 E 2002-2009 Euro denominated issues only in sheetlet / 

miniature sheet form. 29 different items U/M. Cat value 

exceeds £920 and there is a considerable 'Euro' face value in 

this lot. Reserve is we believe below the original face value. 

Good lot from a seldom offered modern period.

£160 AUSTRIA

223 B Small carton with a comprehensive collection mint and used in 

8 stock books and a binder. Starts with early issues and has 

good run throughs to around 2007. Good lot with a high cat 

value and a copy of the Michel Austria catalogue. Well worth 

viewing to appreciate. Reserve looks very reasonable to us.

£250 AUSTRIA

225 E SG464/471, 2011 Royal British Legion set in sheetlets of 6 

stamps unmounted mint.

£20 B.I.O.T.

230 E KGV mint & used selection on album pages including 1912-18 

vals to 5/- m, then vals to 1/- u, good selection of War Tax with 

mint vals to 1/-, 1921-37 vals to 1/- u, 1930 to 3/- m, 1935 WS. 

Jubilee set m & used etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £720+ (c98)

£80 BAHAMAS



237 E 1892-1970s good to fine mint collection on Hagner pages 

including 1892-93 vals to 10d, 1897-98 vals to 2/6, 1906 

Nelson vals, 1912-16 vals to 1/-, 1916-19 vals to 1/-, 1920-21 

vals to 1/-, 1921-24 many vals to 2/-, 1938-47 2/6 & 5/- and 

QEII vals and sets to $2.40 & $10, Cat £1,250+ (c180)

£135 BARBADOS

238 A 1892-1978 all good to fine mint with later QEII issues with 

many u/m housed in sleeved black Lighthouse stock book, we 

note 1892-1903 vals to 8d, 1897-98 vals, 1906 Nelson vals to 

1/-, 1912-16 vals to 4d, 1916-19 vals to 1/-, 1920-21 vals to 6d, 

1921-24 vals to 6d, 1925-35 vals to 2/-, 1939 Tercentenary 

sets, selection of KGVI vals to 5/-, 1953-61 vals to $2.40, 1958-

62 sets, 1965 vals to $2.50, 1966-69 vals to $5, 1970-71 vals to 

$5, 1974 vals to $10 etc, Cat £5,000+ (100s)

£350 BARBADOS

241 A Black 'Senator'  four ring binder with a used collection from 

1852 Imperfs  to 1977. A good deal of completion for the 

period covered and only minor duplication, a very solid one 

country collection, STC £11,500                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

£950 BARBADOS

244 E QV to KGV period mint collection on six album leaves. Nice lot 

with QV specimen 5/-, SG170/181 and SG181/90 with many 

extra shades etc. A couple of wmk varieties and a printers 

proof. Cat £1,000+ and possibly up to £1,500 depending on 

shades of QV 3d. Good clean lot

£260 BARBADOS

253 A 1849 - 1944 collection in a green 'Lighthouse' hinge-less spring 

back binder. Mint and used, no duplication and quite a few 

spaces filled. Many sets and some mini sheets, well worth 

viewing, includes some AAT at the back total cat £5374 

(detailed list accompanies).

£450 BELGIUM



254 A 1861 - circa 1984 mint and used collection in large green stock 

book. There are close to 2000 stamps with very little 

duplication. Starts with a dozen 1861 Imperfs, through to 

modern periods, includes a section of 150+ Railway Stamps, 

noted 1930 Air 5F mint and used and many other sets and 

values. Value to be extracted here.

£110 BELGIUM

260 A A mint & used dealers stock in Royal Clear file with Hagner 

pages, all individually priced, we note1912-14 Red X issues, 

1929 vals to 100f, a few better 1930s mint etc, 1940s with 

mint sets then ranges through to 1966, condn mixed, 

PTSA.£650+ (100s)

£120 BELGIUM

261 A A mint & used Ex-Dealers stock individually priced with 

duplication ranging from 1987-2006 including sets MSs etc, 

condn mixed, PTSA.£680+ (100s)

£100 BELGIUM

266 S Congo- 1887 5f Grey, SG13, fine mtd mint, Cat £180 £40 BELGIUM

271 E 1865 to QE2 on seven A4 pages containing 350 mint & used 

items. Various QV types x 32 mostly used with vals to 1/- x 3 

(1/- green is mint); Dry dock types to 4d used; 1920 and 1921 

Tercentenary issues both complete mint; 1935 SJ mint and 

1936 Pictorial set used; KG^ defs mint with diff printings, 

includes Key types x 16 (2 x £1) etc.; Quite extensive QEII with 

1953, 1962 and 1970 sets mint and Flowers long set to $3. STC 

£2,475+

£220 BERMUDA

275 S SG60x, 1920 Tercentenary, ½d green fine used with 

Watermark Sideways Reversed. Has one blunt corner perf at 

lower right corner, scarce stamp, cat £500

£150 BERMUDA

277 S SG96m, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 2½d brown & deep blue with 'Bird 

by Turret' variety fine used with postmark clear of the variety. 

Cat £325
£46

BERMUDA



281 S 1862 1c Rose, SG116 used with just 2 margins, also with 

shallow thin but a decent space filler, Cat £850

£60 BRITISH GUIANA

285 E KE7 and KGV mint collection on nine album pages including 

several good items and specimens. Noted SG80/3, 84/93, 

95/100, 101/110 and 101s/110s, 124/137, 111s/113s and 

D1s/D3s plus others. A very nice lot,  Cat £1,300+

£400 BRITISH HONDURAS

315 S SG174, 1903 1c green block of four mtd mint (1 x U/M) and 

SG190, 2c Quebec mint block of six (4 x U/M), both very fresh, 

total cat £320

£45 CANADA

317 S SG188/195, 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set mint, a few gum 

marks, difficult set, cat £500

£80 CANADA

331 A QV to 1970, mint and used collection with a little duplication in 

a well worn blue 'Lighthouse' Stock book. Several hundreds 

and with over half of the collection KG6 or earlier. Plenty of 

KGV and KG6 mint issues,  Cats £3,210 (detailed calcs with the 

lot)

£325 CEYLON

344 A British Commonwealth - Red 'Lighthouse' 32 page stock book 

very well filled with stamps overlapping. Mint and used, A-Z 

and with all reigns although QE2 is predominant. There are in 

excess of 2,000 mostly different stamps here including sets 

and some multiples. Will take a while to thoroughly check this 

one.

£75 COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGN



345 A Blue 'Kek' stock book with values from the 1967 Decimal 

Currency issue, being overprints on the 1963 set in mint 

blocks, many with the varieties as listed in the SG Part 1 

catalogue. Many are positional pieces with arricators used to 

show the variants. There are 28 blocks of four or more stamps 

plus a few other items. Interesting lot and cheaply reserved at 

less than £2 a block.

£50 COOK ISLANDS

349 S SG142/144, 1945 Creation of Croatian Storm Division set mint, 

cat £540

£100 CROATIA

351 A Well worn red spring back binder with a duplicated mint and 

used collection including some Trieste (Zone B) and German 

occupation 1940-45. Includes some blocks etc. Clean lot Cat 

£2012

£220 CROATIA

358 E 1937 Coronation and 1946 Victory sets on plain first day 

covers, both sent registered from Limassol and with neat 

printed / typed addresses, registration labels etc. Attractive 

clean items.

£15 CYPRUS

365 E A useful mounted mint duplicated selection on Hagner pages 

including 1902-04 4pi & 12pi(2), 1904-12 many values to 12pi, 

1912-15 vals to 18pi, 1921-23 vals to 4pi, 1924-28 vals to 4½pi 

+ 1925 vals, 1934 vals to 18pi, condn fair to fine throughout, 

Cat £2,150+ (100s)

£350 CYPRUS

366 A Black spring back binder with a mint and U/M collection 1880 - 

1974. Cat £1,400, decent range of sets and values, a few 

hundreds.

£110 CYPRUS

367 B Flat carton with 53 different FDC's, 1978 - 1990 includes a 

couple of mini sheets. Very clean lot all are unaddressed and 

would provide 'fine used' if required. Most appear to have 

special cancellations and we think these are very cheap

£22 CYPRUS



370 S SG151/163, 1938-1951 definitive set complete to £1 mint, cat 

£250

£45 CYPRUS

372 S SG7, ½d on 1d red Plate 215 (RE), very good used, cat £950 £300 CYPRUS

379 S 1918 Newspaper stamps set to 27ore on 1k, SG197-206, good 

to fine cds used, Cat £225

£44 DENMARK

382 E A small mint & used selection with used including 1864-70 2sk 

Pale blue, 16sk Olive-green, 1870-74 2sk (SG39), 1875-1903 

5ore (SG57), 20ore (SG72), 25ore SG73a INV FRAME, blunt 

corner perf), 1921 Red Cross set, 1929 Cancer Research, then 

mint sets with 1935 Hans Christiansen, 1936 Reformation, 

1937 S. Jubilee, Cat £860+ (26)

£80 DENMARK

384 E 1903 to QE2 mint and used on 4 stock page sides. SG27/35 

short set to 2/6d mint; Later 1908 MCA values to 2/- used with 

extra shades; 1935 Jubilee set, then KG6 1st def set used and 

second set values to $1.20. Decent lot to expand from. STC 

£515

£40 DOMINICA

385 E Edward VII and King George V mint selection on 5 album 

pages. Includes SG62-70 and SG71/88 and some 'Specimen' 

stamps, clean lot, cat £500+

£120 DOMINICA

386 S 1888 2p Orange, SGD69 in a fine u/m block of 4, Cat £800 £200 EGYPT

388 A First issues to circa 1960 only, duplicated mint and mainly used 

collection in two red spring back albums. Large lot with plenty 

of postmarks for study. Detailed cat value with the lot totals 

£6,200, will break well.

£425 EGYPT

390 E SG A1/D8 and A6a, D6a, 1944-45 sets of 8 including the extra 

6d shade for each of Graham Land, South Georgia, South 

Orkneys and South Shetlands. Cat £152, mounted mint all laid 

out on two album pages.

£24 FALKLAND DEPS



399 E A useful mint & used selection on 2 stock pages including 1878-

79 1d, 8d u & 1/- m, 1891 duplicated vals to 9d u, 1904-12 vals 

to 2½d m & u, 1912-20 vals to 1/- m & used to 2½d, 1921-28 

vals to 2½d u, 1929 Penguins to 3d m, 1933 to 3d m, 1938-50 

vals to 2/6 m & vals to 9d used, condn fair to fine, with the odd 

fault, Cat £1,890+ (140)

£160 FALKLAND ISLANDS

400 E SG146/163, 1938-1950 definitive set of 18 to £1 M/M, cat 

£475

£80 FALKLAND ISLANDS

411 E SG70a, 1919 ½d yellow green 'War Stamp', comb perforation, 

U/M block of 30 being the top five rows of the sheet with 

marginal selvedge on three sides. A little perf separation 

between rows two and three, otherwise fine. Cat £900+ (£30 a 

single stamp). Note with this item indicates position 4 has a 

'face flaw' and position 15 has a wider gap between 'war' and 

'stamp' these are specialised varieties unlisted in the SG Cat. 

Impressive looker.

£110 FALKLAND ISLANDS

412 S SGFR1, 1869 Frank in black on white paper, cut square as 

removed from envelope with good margins all round. A decent 

impression of this scarce marking, which cats £17,000 on 

cover!

£40 FALKLAND ISLANDS

413 A 1975-2009 99% complete collection in hinge less sleaved 

Lighthouse album with sets, MS's and sheetlets with a few 

2003 CTO used, condn fine throughout with a Catalogue value 

in excess of £2,000 (100s)

£120 FAROE ISLANDS

420 S SG512var, 1975 10c Flower definitive in a marginal block of 

four, completely IMPERFORATE, unlisted as such, nice item 

and of course would be good in a thematic collection!

£42 FIJI



421 E 1930s to 1980s mint & used collection on Hagner pages with 

many sets plus some useful MSs f/u, we note  1930s with 1938 

Skiing, f/u, 1950s with numerous TB issues f/u & u/m, 1960 

Stamp Exhibition etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £430+

£60 FINLAND

423 A 1849 - 1982 comprehensive chiefly used collection in a 

Schaubek printed album. Many pages complete and includes 

1929 Le Havre expo stamp with certificate, Good coverage of 

sinking fund issues and charities (1927-1931). 50F Banknote 

used and good coverage of Dues and Military Franks etc. We 

note 1937 Pexip Mini Sheet mint (paper adherence) and also 

the Citex stamp used and also an example on cover. Later 

sections virtually complete.  Recommended viewing as it looks 

to be mainly fine used.

£550 FRANCE

425 S 1876-85Peace & Commerce issues mtd  mint with 2c (SG225), 

20c (SG260), 25c Bistre/yellow, (SG263) and 25c (SG266), Cat 

£890+ (4)

£90 FRANCE

426 S 1877-90 5f Lilac/pale lilac, SG277 fresh mtd mint with some 

adhesion on reverse, nice appearance, Cat £750

£75 FRANCE

430 S 1925-32 Merson's 3f x2 and 10f, SG429-31, fine mtd mint bar 

the 10f with a couple of reduced perfs at base, Cat £275

£40 FRANCE

432 S 1926-27 War Orphan's Fund set to 5f+1f, SG450-3, good to fine 

mtd mint, Cat £225

£50 FRANCE

433 S 1928 50c +25c Brown-red "Sinking Fund", SG467 in a marginal 

mint (4 stamps u//m), block of 7 with 2 stamp having 

horizontal gum crease (does not show from front), scarce 

multiple, Cat £280

£44 FRANCE

437 S 1936 100th Flight between France & S. America set of 2 to 10f, 

SG553-4, fine mtd mint, Cat £526

£90 FRANCE



439 S 1936 Air 50f Bank note, SG541 cds used but with top left weak 

corner perf, Cat £475

£60 FRANCE

441 S 1936 Unveiling of Canadian War memorial, Vimy Ridge x10 

sets mtd mint & u/m, SG549-50, Cat £360

£40 FRANCE

442 S 1937 National museum set of 2, SG586-7, Cat £220, fine mtd 

mint

£40 FRANCE

445 S 1949-50 Air 1000f Slate purple & black/blue, SG1059, u/m, Cat 

£225

£50 FRANCE

447 S 1954 1000f Air, SG1197 u/m, Cat £180 £40 FRANCE

448 S 1954 500f Air, SG1196 fine mtd mint, Cat £325 £60 FRANCE

452 A A highly catalogued collection of mint & used in green stock 

book all identified from 1849-1940s, we note 1849 to 1870 

imperf vals to 40c, 1869 5f grey u, 1876 vals to 5f, 1900 vals to 

5f m or u, Sowers m & u vals to 35c, 1920 vals to 2f m, 3f-20f 

u, 1924 Olympics m, 1927 Air u, 1928 Sinking Fund m, 1929 

Exposition Le Havre u, 1930 Air m, 1936 Air to 3f50 m, 1936 Air 

50f u, 1937 Museum m, 1938 Ader 50f m, then a good 

selection of mint through the 1940s, Cat £11,800+ condn 

mixed in places but many good to fine can be had (100s)

£1,200 FRANCE

454 A A mint but mainly u/m with mainly in blocks from 3 upwards 

spanning 1914 to 1960 with some sets seen, we note 1925-32 

Sowers vals to 1f10, 1940s with various issues to 4f, 1900-24 

vals, 1927 American Legion etc plus other vals to 50f, 1943 

National Relief Fund strip of 5, 1945-46 vals to 100f, 1946 

National Relief Fund set etc, condn good to mainly fine, Cat 

£2,000+ (100s)

£200 FRANCE

455 E A small "Code" stock book of Ceres and Napoleon issues used 

with both imperf and perf issues with vals to 80c, high 

catalogue value, condn mixed (170+)

£70 FRANCE



459 A Green two post album with a picked over mint and used 

collection 1927 - 2015. Interesting lot with earlier Airs, 

unusually, a fair number of 'Euro' denominated issues which 

includes several miniature sheets for Post 2000 commems 

unpriced in SG but potentially of value. Recommended viewing 

- good lot. Estimate 500 or so items. Cat in the moderns adds 

up!

£100 FRANCE

461 A Large black loose leaf stock book with an all different U/M 

collection from around 1924 to circa 1981. The focus being on 

commemorative issues with many of the better 1950's period 

relief fund sets in situ. All good condition, total cat value is 

£5,272. Excellent value

£475 FRANCE

466 S SG131, 5f Napoleon space filler with a little toning and short 

perfs etc. Cat £1,200, reasonable gap filler

£40 FRANCE

477 A Algeria- A comprehensive mint & used collection in black 

lighthouse stock book 1924-1970s, we note 1924 vals to 5f, 

1926 vals to 20f, 1927 War Charity to 5f+5f m, 1930 Centenary 

m, 1939 Pioneers m, 1949 Air u, 1966 Paintings etc plus a 

range of Postage dues and Telegraph stamps, just to mention a 

few, condn fair to fine throughout, Cat £1,690+ (100s)

£200 FRENCH COLONIES

479 A French Antarctic- mint but mainly u/m collection in red stock 

book 1956-1990s, we note 1956 to 200f, 1962 Satellite, 1966 

Air, 1968 Rockets, 1971 Fish, 1972 Air 250f, 1974 Alfred Faure 

Base, Antarctic Tern to 4f, 1981 Fauna, 1989 Air MS, 1990 Air 

and 1996 Paul-Emil Victor etc, condn good to fine, Cat £2,400 

(100's)

£410 FRENCH COLONIES



480 A French Morocco 1914-1950s m & u collection in large brown 

WHS stock book including 1914 vals to 5p on 5f, 1917 to 10f, 

1922 Air to 3f, 1930 Surcharges, 1933 to 20f, 1938 Child 

Welfare, 1939 vals to 25f, Solidarities, 1950s Airs etc, Morocco 

Agencies QV to KGV m & u vals to 6f on 5/-, Morocco 1956-66 

m & u, Spanish Morocco m, French P.O in Morocco 1891 vals 

to 25c u & 1902 vals to 50c on 50c used etc, all neatly arranges 

and all identified, condn fair to fine Cat £2,000+ (100s)

£310 FRENCH COLONIES

482 S Somali Coast- 1902 lightly duplicated small selection of 

INVERTED CENTRES including 50c Black & orange (4) SG146, 

75c Mauve & orange (4) SG133, 75c Black & brown (4) SG147 

and 2f Black & green SG149, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £280 

(13)

£50 FRENCH COLONIES

489 E A QV to KGV mainly mint selection on printed leaves including 

1880=93 vals to 3d, 1898-1902 to 6d m, 1904=09 vals to 2/- m, 

1912-22 vals to 1/- m, plus 1/- used, and 1921 vals to 10d m, 

1922-27 vals to 1/- m, 1935 S. Jubilee mint, condn fair to fine, 

Cat £575+ (40)

£60 GAMBIA

494 S Penny Black (JE) with neat red MX cancel. Four margins, close 

but clear at upper right, large otherwise. Vendor says possibly 

plate 4 (unchecked by us) and STC £400

£70 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

500 S SG5, 1840 2d Blue (GL) with 3+ margins tied to a large piece 

(part wrapper) by a black Maltese Cross. Reverse part of the 

wrapper has an 1842 Weymouth receiving / transit mark. 

Stamp cats £975 minimum used and is a nice looking example.

£70 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED



501 S SG51, (SPEC SGG6g), 1870 1½d rose-red Imperforate Plate 1 on 

Dr Perkins paper (blued), fine mint with superb original gum. 

Exhibition quality. Very good item and a rare opportunity to 

purchase. Cat £7,750.

£2,400 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

502 S SG8 + SG8a, 1841 1d red Imperforate, 2 examples lettered 'TE' 

and 'MI' the latter on blued paper. Both have 3+ margins and 

cat £1,300

£110 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

504 S SG57, 10d embossed, fine mounted mint, three clear margins, 

just touching at left, impressive stamp, cat £11,500

£1,600 GB QV EMBOSSED

505 S 1865-70 5/- Rose used in Callao, Peru with a distinctive "C38" 

Duplex cancel, Cat £450

£80 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

514 S An 1843 entire from Perth to Crieff tied with imperf 1d red 

Plate 25 on blued paper in fine condn, stc £1000+

£180 GB POSTAL HISTORY

516 S SG266, £1 Green DLR printing, good used with circular 

postmark. A couple of surface marks including a vertical blue 

crayon mark across the king's head. Decent looker, cat £825

£160 GB KE7

519 S SG438, 1929 £1 PUC very lightly mounted mint. Has a light 

crease that is barely noticeable and does not detract. 

£240 GB KG5

524 E Hagner sheet with mint (majority U/M) Definitive issues only. 

Has the 1937 set, then the square high value set of 6 (5/- and 

10/- dark are M/M); light colours and colour changes and 

finally Festival High Values (u/m). Clean lot

£110 GB KG6

526 S SG476/478c, 1939-1948 high values set of 6 fine U/M, cat 

£425

£120 GB KG6

527 S SG476/478c, 1939-1948 high values set of 6 mint, cat £425 £70 GB KG6



529 S SPEC N70t, 10/- DLR printing, overprinted 'CANCELLED' type 

24, fine U/M but regummed in our opinion. Has a barely 

noticeable closed 2mm tear at upper right corner. Despite the 

stated shortcomings, this is a rare item, which catalogues 

£3,000+ as mtd, which this is not.

£190

GB KG5

530 S 1954-58 Postage Due set to 2/6, SGD40-45, fine mtd mint, Cat 

£250 (6)

£44 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

534 S SG536a/539a, 1958 First De La Rue Castles set fine fresh mint £50 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

538 S SG713/713c, 1966 Christmas 3d value x 10 Marginal U/M 

blocks of four. One stamp in each block is the 'Missing T' 

variety. Cat £250

£40 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

568 E Stock page with U/M Machins, all are Missing Phosphor and 

includes multiples 5 x 1p, 8 x 2½p, 7 x 3p, 8 x 4½p, 3 x 7p and 

block of four 7½p.  There are five blocks in all, Vendor says Cat 

£328

£60 GB QE2 DECIMAL

609 A White four ring binder with a mint and mainly used collection 

from KE7 to QE2. KE7 used values to 5/- plus the Perf 15x14 

set of five. Seahorses 2/6d x 2 different (reasonable with 

circular pmks). KG5 defs including some wmk varieties; KG6 

complete in basic stamps used. Pre-decimal QE2 including 

Castles and many commem sets, Decimal issues almost 

complete for commems to 1993 or so. Frama labels set mint. 

At the back two QV 1d red plates mint and a plain FDC for 

1935 Jubilee with blocks of four - poor condition but rare in 

this format. Overall value to be extracted here.

£100 GB COLLECTIONS

613 S 1963 Lifeboats illustrated and unaddressed First Day Cover 

with both the Ordinary and Phosphor sets tied by clear dated  

Fareham CDS cancels

£40 GB FDC & COVERS



618 E 2002 Commonwealth Games coin cover, Royal Mint / Mail 

joint issue with four x £2 coins inset. Scarce item which retails 

circa £150

£75 GB FDC & COVERS

648 S Mariana Islands- 1901 3m Violet-black, SG24 very fine cds 

used, Cat £190

£40 GERMAN COLONIES

651 S Baden - SG38, 30k Orange, Perf 10, very fine cds used. Scarce 

stamp in very good condition with two (expertising?) marks on 

reverse. Cat £4,000

£900 GERMAN STATES

655 S Bavaria - SG151a, 1911 Prince Regent 5m fine used (CTO), cat 

£275

£55 GERMAN STATES

657 S Bavaria - SG153a, 1911 Prince Regent 20m fine used (CTO), cat 

£600

£100 GERMAN STATES

671 E 1872-1936 comprehensive collection on well filled printed 

leaves. Used with some mint (Wagner set is stuck down), also 

includes WW1 occupations etc. Many 100's and a huge cat 

value. Worth viewing to appreciate content.

£90 GERMANY

673 E 1933 Wagner's Opera set SG513-21 u/m, some light tones on 

top values but facially fine, Cat £2,750

£320 GERMANY

678 A Bavaria- 1911-1920s valuable collection of mint & used in 

green Lighthouse stock book, neatly arranged with 

identification labels including 1911-13 vals to 5m u, 1914-20 

vals to 20m, 1914-16 set to 20pf u, 1916-20 Official set to 1m, 

1919-20 optd set to 20m plus imperf, 1920 vals to 75pf, 1920 

Official vals to 3m etc, Cat £ 4,900+ (100s)

£550 GERMANY



681 A Blue 'Lighthouse' binder with collection to circa 1950 mint and 

used with Germany issues including Ostrapa Mini Sheet fine 

used and other pre-WW2 sheets also. Well filled with good 

sections of third Reich, Saar and Allied Occupation issues and 

has a considerable cat value. Must be viewed to appreciate.

£550 GERMANY

685 E East- 1953 70th Death Anniv of Karl Marx scarce miniature 

sheets (2) SGMSE111a perforated fine cto used, Cat £400

£60 GERMANY

686 E East- 1953 70th Death Anniv of Karl Marx scarce miniature 

sheets (4) SGMSE111a perforated & imperforated all fine u/m, 

Cat £500

£75 GERMANY

688 S East- 1953-55 Five Year Plan set to 84pf (less 1 15pf), SGE153-

76 with a few mounted mint but rest are u/m, Cat £400

£40 GERMANY

690 S East- 1957-60 set to 70pf (less 30pf) including rare 50pf, 

SGE0295-302 u/m except 20pf, Cat £3,130+

£200 GERMANY

694 S SG30, 1874 9k on 9k chestnut very good used with parts of 

two circular cancels. Cat £750

£125 GERMANY



704 E Valuable selection on 6 Hagner's of pre-1930 with good to fine 

used with much useful here with a good display of pmks, good 

inflation issues used with some in blocks etc. Starting off with 

1872 Eagle issues, small shield values to 5gr & large shield 

values to 5gr and 9k, slight duplication, we note 10 examples 

of 2½g with different pmks, 1880-87 to 50pf, 1899-1900 set to 

2m, 1920-21 Bavaria optd in Munich with most vals to 10m, 

1921-22 vals to 20m, 1922 Munich Exhibition, 1923 surcharge 

issues to 2m on 5T (SG274-305) 1923 set to 5md (less 2m 

SG317), 1926-31 Air set to 3m, useful Officials most vals to 

60pf (SG0424-41) etc. Stamps in general are in good to fine 

condn. STC.£5,300+  (few 100)

£110 GERMANY

707 E West- 1949-57 fine cds used selection on Hagner page with a 

good range from SG1033-1192, STC £1,390+ (c48)

£100 GERMANY

713 S 1938-51 selection from 6d to £1 including 6d (SG126/a), 2/- 

(SG128a), 5/- (SG129, 10/- (SG130) and £1 (SG131), Cat £530 

(6)

£80 GIBRALTAR

714 S 1953-59 set to £1, SG145-58, fine mtd mint, Cat £190 £40 GIBRALTAR

718 A A mint & used with some duplication in large brown stock 

book including GB used in Gibraltar plus other QV vals to 40c, 

EDVII m & u, KGV m & u vals to 2/-, 1931-33 to 3d (perfs), KGVI 

vals to 2/- m & u, 1953-59 most vals to £1 m, 1960-62 to £1 m, 

1960s Omnibus sets m, then ranges of sets and miniature 

sheets to 2000 with many u/m, condn fair to fine PTSA £590+ 

(100s)

£100 GIBRALTAR

741 S 1945 complete set to 5k, SG8-16, good to fine mtd mint just 

some hinge remainders on lower values, otherwise fine, Cat 

£325

£60 GREENLAND



744 E Early to 1935 mint and used collection on leaves removed 

from an old 'Imperial' printed album. Circa 60 different stamps 

KE7 to 1/- and KGV with a mint set to 10/- (couple of light tone 

spots). Clean lot with fresh colours.

£60 GRENADA

752 A A QV to QEII duplicated used stock in large red stock book to 

ca 1980s with earlier vals to $2 and many QEII defins to $50 

etc, plus some commem sets etc, condn mixed, PTSA £1,300+ 

(100s)

£120 HONG KONG

753 E A selection of commercial covers and airmails with 3 KGV 

covers 1 addressed to Wurttemberg Germany sent via Siberia, 

KGVI $1s, 1970 Year of the Dog FDC etc, condn mixed, PTSA 

£246 (29 covers)

£75 HONG KONG

756 S SG13x, 1863 Queen Victoria 18c lilac, watermark' Crown CC' 

Reversed used with B62 numeral obliterator. A few short 

perfs, scarce adhesive, cat £1,700

£300 HONG KONG

758 S SG178/191, 1954-1963 set mounted mint, cat £250 £40 HONG KONG

768 E Small mint selection on Hagner page with 1937 Coro (u/m), 

1938-52 $1 & $2 etc, 1941 Centenary to $1, 1949 UPU plus 

QEII vals to $5, 1970 Year of the Dog (u/m) etc, Cat £600+ 

(c41)

£80 HONG KONG

771 A Red spring back album. Early to 1950 mint and predominantly 

fine used collection. Nice presentation and very good quality 

including seldom seen scarce items, with several miniature 

sheets. Spectacular lot and worth viewing. STC approx. £4,000

£500 HUNGARY

773 S 1920 50a, 1k and 2k, SG128-30, mtd mint with hinge 

remainder on the 50a, others fine, Cat £635 

£115 ICELAND



774 E A 1902-2012 mint & used collection on Hagner's including sets, 

part sets and values to 100kr, we note1912 vals, 1934 Air set 

to 2K fu, plus much much more with sets from 1990s leading 

up to 2012 etc, condn fair to fine with high catalogue value 

(few 100s)

£150 ICELAND

775 E A fine mtd and u/m selection from 1902-1992 on 6 Hagner 

pages, we note 1911 6a-25a u/m pairs, 1920 1k, 1920-20 

OFFICIAL vals to 50a, 1921-22 colour change set to 40a, 1931-

37 1k, 1936 Official to 50a, 1965 100k (Nat. Costumes),  plus 

many single stamps and sets ranges to 1992, fine lot, Cat 

£850+ (few 100)

£80 ICELAND

777 S SG 245a, 1935 Silver Jubilee 3½a value used with the listed 

'Bird Flaw variety'. Cancellations well clear of the variety 

which can be easily identified. Cat £325

£40 INDIA

782 E 1868 - 1909 on Hagner page. 38 different stamps at least 30 

are mint. Best items are the 1909 issue with complete set of 

16 values mint to 30k brown, red & gold. These cat over £500 

in the Stamps of the World catalogue. Very realistic reserve, 

recommended viewing.

£60 IRAN

789 A A used collection in printed hinge less sleeved Davo album 

from 1922 to 1989 including many 1922 vals to 1/- some with 

red opts, 1940-68 to 10/-, then a good range of sets and part 

sets to 1989 with mint MSs at back of album, Cat £1,300, 

condn mixed in places (100s)

£100 IRELAND

790 B A varied but useful loose accumulation of various booklets 

with definitives to commems plus u/m sets in packets,  housed 

in Clarks shoe box ranging from 19800s to 2010, with slight 

duplication including many self-adhesive issues etc, inspection 

advised with very high catalogue value, nice lot (100s)

£185 IRELAND



796 A 1850-1859 substantial mint and used collection from classic 

'States' issues from virtually all territories, then a well filled 

collection on Lighthouse hinge less leaves. Includes many 

complete mint commemorative sets including scarce  air mails 

from the 1930's continuing to 1959 mainly mint in this period. 

Astronomical catalogue value and not many gaps. Condition is 

well above average throughout. Essential viewing!

£2,000 ITALY

797 E 1862-1936 collection on printed Ideal leaves with well filled 

classics and later. Mainly used with some mint. Of note range 

of Kingdom of Italy embossed m/u,1863 King Victor Emmanuel 

II to 2L used, High cat 5c and 40c mint no gum (stuck down), 

1879 defins to 2L used with 25c blue mint (£950),1890 

surcharge set mint, Parcel post surcharged set m/u,1891/97 to 

5L used,1910 Garibaldi set mint ,Plebiscite set mint,1923 

Fascist Black Shirt set mint,1933 Balbao Airs triptych set fresh 

mint(£340). Generally good condition with earlier variable and 

some mint part stuck down. Original unpicked lot with huge 

cat.        

£145 ITALY

798 S 1863 Postage due 10c Yellow imperforate, SGD68 fine mtd 

mint with 4 large margins, scarce stamp, Cat £2,250

£380 ITALY

799 S 1870 Postage due 10L Mauve & blue, SGD39, fresh u/m, Cat 

£250

£44 ITALY

800 S 1870 Postage due 5L Brown & blue, SGD37, fresh u/m, Cat 

£250

£70 ITALY

801 S 1877 20c Orange, SG22a, fine mtd mint, Cat £3,750 £375 ITALY

802 S 1877 20c Orange-buff, SG22, fine mtd mint, Cat £3,500 £350 ITALY

803 S 1879 20c Orange with only part gum but of fine appearance, 

SG33, Cat £550

£40 ITALY



804 S 1879 25c Blue, SG34 mint with no gum, good space filler, Cat 

£1,000

£60 ITALY

805 S 1901 40c Brown, SG68 mtd mint with some gum toning and 

centred to right, scarce stamp, Cat £850

£50 ITALY

807 S 1924 Trade Propaganda optd "Grociera Italiana 1924" 1L 

Brown & green, SG170, fine cds used, Cat £450

£80 ITALY

808 S 1924 Trade Propaganda optd "Grociera Italiana 1924" 2L 

Green & orange, SG171, fine cds used with authenticity mark 

on reverse, Cat £450

£80 ITALY

817 E  Early to KGV mint or used collection on printed leaves from 

old album.  We note pineapple wmk issues to 1/- used plus 

later QV to 5/- mint. KGV to 2/- mint (2 diff). In total 82 

different stamps. A nice one country starter.

£60 JAMAICA

818 A 1860 - 1981 mint and used collection in an old red springback 

binder. Includes used Pineapple wmks to 1/-; 2/- 1870 perf 

12½ used; SG48 mint; KG6 values to £1 mint, 1962-63 long set 

complete fine used and the wmk change set of 9 mint. Mostly 

mint from 1965 onwards. Overall a clean lot with a good cat 

value which is fairly reserved.

£125 JAMAICA

819 S 1883-97 2d Grey and 2d Slate, SG20/a both fine mtd mint, Cat 

£260

£50 JAMAICA

830 S 1938 KG6 50c value, Perf 13x11¾ mint. Looks like six 

potentially different shades (only 4 listed in SG). Also the same 

stamp Perf 13x12½ with and without dot SG144e and SG144ea 

mint. Large cat value, one stamp has a gum crease and noted a 

few tone spots. Ideal research lot which will repay correct 

identification. (8 stamps)

£65 KUT



832 E A good to fine mtd mint selection on Hagner page with 1922-

27 vals to 5/-, 1935-37 short set to 10/- and KGVI set to £1, Cat 

£710+

£125 KUT

834 S B.E.A 1896-1901 short set to 1r, SG65-75, good to fine mtd 

mint, any faults will be minor, Cat £233

£44 KUT

836 A Green spring back binder with a duplicated hoard from 1958 to 

moderns on circa 100 album pages. Mint and primarily used 

there are 2,000+ stamps and ideal for breaking for resale, cat 

value of £3,539 (itemised list with lot)

£240 KUWAIT

837 E  Small collection of 80+ different stamps on six album pages. 

Mostly cto cancels but not all and a couple of mint items. 

Includes 8 x postage dues. Condition a little mixed as always 

but fully allowed for in the reserve, there are a few postal 

cancels in here.

£30 LABUAN

840 E 1890 to KG6 mint and used collection on 5 album pages. 96 

stamps with a few faults noted, but generally a good lot with 

no duplication. Ideal for checking shades and papers etc. 29 of 

the stamps are KG6 the rest earlier. Cat £883 based on being 

cheapest shades etc. so potential upside. Nice one country lot.

£100 LEEWARD ISLANDS

841 S 1938 KG6 10/- value x two mtd mint, cat £200 £55 LEEWARD ISLANDS

842 S SG1/8, 1890 Queen Victoria compete set to 5/-, fresh very 

lightly mounted mint`

£90 LEEWARD ISLANDS

843 E 1929-30 fine cds issues on album page including SG92-5 

Accession SG96A-107A set to 2f Perf 10½, STC £1,770 (15)

£160 LIECHTENSTEIN

844 E 1936-37 fine used selection including SGMS153, 154-67 set to 

1f50, SG168, 175 and SG183-6, STC £690+ (26 + 2 MS)

£60 LIECHTENSTEIN



846 A Black 'Corbitt's' stock book with 1956 -1986 issues in sheets 

fine U/M, total cat value is £2,056, will make  a great addition 

to collection or could be broken for resale. Nice lot.

£160 LIECHTENSTEIN

848 E 1921-52 selection on stock cards all fine used better stamps, 

we note Europa, Child Welfare sets etc, STC £2,100+ (100+)

£160 LUXEMBOURG

849 E 1974 - 1986 small selection of duplicated issues U/M on two 

stock page sides. Includes blocks, STC £445, ideal for eBay or 

reseller. Very cheap lot!

£25 LUXEMBOURG

853 S Penang - 1957 set, nine values all overprinted 'Specimen' 

between two horizontal bars U/M. Unlisted SG and not seen 

before

£40 MALAYA

857 A 1862 - circa 2003, mainly Used collection in a green 'Utile' 

binder. Many hundreds and lots of sets, KG6 looks complete in 

basic stamps and several part sets of QV and KG5 also with 

better values spotted. Nice lot with good run through's. 

Vendor STC £2,500+

£220 MALTA

858 A 1882-1974 mint and u/m collection in sleeved Davo album 

with many sets including 1885-86 to 1/-, 1886 5/- (tone spot), 

1903-04 set to 1/-, 1921-22 vals to 2/-, 1922 to 5/- (less 2/-), 

Multiple Script CA set to 10/-, 1926 to 10/-, KGV to 10/-, optd 

"Postage and Revenue" to 10/-, 1935 S. Jubilee, KGVI sets to 

10/- including "Self-Government", then a good range of QEII 

sets with Postage Dues at back of album, condn fair to fine 

with a few minor imperfections on the earlier material, Cat 

£2,000+ (100s)

£170 MALTA

862 E A QV to mainly KGVI with post cards, wrappers, Postal 

stationery, KGVI vals to 2/6 plus Censored covers etc, many 

markings etc, condn mixed PTSA.£689 (c97)

£150 MALTA



864 A KGVI to 2015 with mint used but mainly u/m modern housed 

in 2 sleeved Davo albums with a very solid range of sets and 

miniature sheets and 2012 WWII sheetlets, also a good range 

of mint Postage Dues from 1925-1973 with vals to 1/6, high 

catalogue value (100s)

£150 MALTA

866 A QV to 2016 mint and used collection in three stock books. 

Decent coverage between KG6 and 2003 for mint issues, only a 

few used to 2014 then better mint again. Noted QV 5/- mint, 

plus 10/- of 1899 mint also. Several definitive sets complete as 

well. Mostly different with no duplication.

£375 MALTA

868 E 1858 to 1950s mint & used on stock pages including 1858-62 

(6d) Vermilion m & u, 1862 6d m, 1863-72 vals to 1/- u, 1878 

Surcharges used, 1883-84 vals to 24c u, 1900-05 vals to 15c u, 

other surcharges mint, 1921-26 vals to 20c m, 1921-34 vals to 

20c m, KGVI vals to 25c mint etc plus a few QEII, condn fair to 

fine Cat £1,100+ (220+)

£65 MAURITIUS

869 A 1859 to 1969 used collection in a red 'Simplex' spring back 

binder. A few hundred with some better. Cat £2,634 (in 2017). 

Worth viewing

£190 MAURITIUS

878 E 1858 to circa 1980 mint and mainly used collection laid out on 

annotated leaves. We counted over 440 different stamps and 

with a substantial catalogue value very likely to be in four 

figures we think. Mixed condition as to be expected in this 

type of lot but pickings to be had. 

£90 MAURITUS



879 E 1885 to 1948 fully identified and priced ex dealers stock on old 

stock book pages. A few hundred mint and used stamps. We 

note SG5 mint (cat £500); SG10 used, sound with heavy cancel 

(Cat £2,750), 1940 Red Cross set mint (cat £200); 1948 Bosio 

set mint (cat £150); Many other items cat at £30+. Total 

catalogue £7,480 advised by vendor. Valuable lot which is very 

sensibly reserved.

£350 MONACO

880 A 1891-1979 a mainly mint collection in sleeved printed Davo 

album including 1891 vals to 50c, 1942 National Relief, 1951 

Radio then from mid 1950s to 1979 with many complete sets 

including Air and miniature sheets with better at back of 

album, condn fair to fine Cat £2,000+ (100s)

£125 MONACO

882 E 1980 Olympics  Miniature Sheets (set of 2), limited edition 

superb U/M, Yvert 11/12, cat 770 Euros, a rare thematic item, 

had a very substantial initial retail cost of circa £300 the pair. 

Consequently there were not large numbers sold and they are 

scarce. Unlisted SG as these were not sold at face value 

originally. Reserve is well under half the original cost!

£50 MONACO

891 E George V to QEII mint (more so) and used collection on five 

stock page sides.1935 SJ mint; Good KG6 definitives including 

different perfs and 1st QE2 Def set mint and some later QE2 

long sets also. STC £585

£50 MONTSERRAT

893 A Blue 'Compass' stock book with a mint and used accumulation, 

some in duplicated quantities and including some blocks. In 

excess of 700 stamps, clean lot

£140 MOROCCO AGENCIES

894 E Picked over collection on 11 album pages. Close to 200 

different stamps mint and used, cat £630+

£70 MOROCCO AGENCIES



899 A Earliest issues to 1940's in red spring back binder, estimate 100 

pages with a duplicated mint and used accumulation / 

collection. Must  be at least 2,500 stamps and a substantial 

value with many sets. Clean lot for breaking / postmark study.

£290 NETHERLANDS

900 S Early selection of used on large stock card with 1852-63 to 15c 

some 4 margins and 1864 to 15c, Cat £1,500+ but in mixed 

condn (22)

£180 NETHERLANDS

905 A 1898 to 1960 only, selection of  covers in Green four ring cover 

album.  Includes commercial mail items, with many first flight 

covers as well as FDC's from 1930's and 40's including 6 FDC 

for 1937 Coronation plus QE2 first definitives original values to 

10/- on FDC. An 1898 letter to USA plus a 1906 Christchurch 

Exhibition Postcard with 1d value affixed and Exhibition 

postmark. Flight covers with many interesting covers. In total 

there are circa 90 items here and with many pre 1954 items a 

considerable cat value. Recommended viewing, not your usual 

cover lot

£140 NEW ZEALAND

907 E 1915-30, 8d Plate proof in black on ungummed and 

unwatermarked paper in a complete sheet 0f 120 stamps. We 

note plate number 40 in upper left hand margin. Some 

marginal creases, otherwise fine. A very scarce survivor in this 

format. SG427var

£160 NEW ZEALAND



910 A Blue 'Compass' stock book with early used issues to KG6 only. 

Commences with 12 x Chalons with values to 1/- in generally 

sound condition. Then several pages of the QV types partially 

identified as to the various wmks and perfs etc. (Not 

guaranteed) and this with the Chalons is the valuable part of 

this lot. Later a few KGV and KG6 definitives and a few 

commemoratives. There are a few hundred stamps here with 

the potential for discoveries. Time with a catalogue and a perf 

gauge will repay!

£100 NEW ZEALAND

911 A Blue stock book with a substantial mint (many look U/M)  

stock of mainly definitive issues from KG6 defins to mid 1970's. 

QE2 period with several of the pictorial; definitives to top 

values (duplicated). Includes some officials and postal fiscals 

also. We spotted QE2 6d with no wmk x 2 (cat £55 each) A few 

Ross Dependency at the back. Good cat value  of £3,680. A 

very useful lot for reseller. 

£410 NEW ZEALAND

913 E Hagner page of the 1d Universal Postage stamp with 64 used 

stamps, including seven pairs and some good looking circular 

postmarks. There is a described 'dot plate variety from plate 3 

in a pair' and also another indicator which states 'Dot Plate 

Varieties'. Unchecked by us and unsure if this means the entire 

sheet or the row of 10 stamps with this marker. Potential for 

specialist study

£30 NEW ZEALAND



915 A KG6 to 1983 used collection in two red spring back albums 

with quadrille pages. Also some earlier QV onwards back of the 

book material, i.e. Officials, Post Due, Life Insce and Postal 

Fiscals. We note £3, £4 and £5 postal fiscals used amongst 

others (assumed fiscal cancels). There are several covers in this 

lot also. Must be 80 - 100 written up pages, generally a very 

clean collection with mainly nice copies. Good basis.

£240 NEW ZEALAND

916 A Mainly QE2 period mint collection with issues to 2009, includes 

some Ross and Niue also in two brown Prinz binders with slip 

cases. Mostly different, Cat £2193, clean lot

£270 NEW ZEALAND

917 E Mint & used collection on stock pages from 1898 to modern 

including EDVII vals to 8d m, KGV vals to 1/- m, 1920 m & u 

vals to 1/-, 1935-36 vals to 1/- m, 1936-42 m & u vals to 3/-, 

1940 Centenary m & u, 1947-52 to 3/- m, QEII vals to 10/- u, 

then many issues to 1979 with much u/m plus 1936-61 

Officials used vals to 2/- etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £1,400+ 

(few 100)

£80 NEW ZEALAND

922 S SG38, 2d pale blue, Large Star Wmk, imperforate with four 

margins, close in a couple of places but clear all round. Unused 

with very little gum, fresh colour, cats £900

£125 NEW ZEALAND

923 S SG55, 6d red-brown, WMK Large Star, Rouletted 7 at Auckland 

good used, centered to right, difficult stamp, cat £650

£140 NEW 

ZEALAND

932 S 1919 Caribou set to 36c, SG1300-41, good to fine mtd mint, 

Cat £200

£40 NEWFOUNDLAND



935 A Green 'Lindner' stock book with a lifetime's collection of 

postmarks of all types and particular emphasis on named 

locations. There are also 'R' (registration marks), Paquebot and 

more. View to appreciate. Somewhat messy presentation, this 

could be written up into a wonderful collection / display and 

can be added to. We counted over 700 stamps with some 

undoubtedly rare cancels etc. Once in a lifetime opportunity 

this is a lot with significant potential and philatelic importance. 

We strongly recommend viewing to appreciate this lot.

£700 NEWFOUNDLAND

949 S 1954-59 50c Rose, SG382a x8 examples, u/m, Cat £200 £40 NORTH BORNEO

951 S SG106, 12c Crocodile Perf 14½-15 mounted mint, cat £225 £46 NORTH BORNEO

954 E SG43a, 8c yellow-green, complete sheet of 50 stamps, couple 

of hinge marks in margin on reverse, affecting only one stamp.  

Had been hinged to album page but has been carefully 

removed.  A couple of gum bends and natural curl as the gum 

has shrunk over time. A rare survivor in this format, cat £32 

per stamp (mounted), so Cat £1,600++ as this is with one 

exception fresh U/M.

£325 NORTH BORNEO

958 E A fine mint but largely u/m collection on Hagner pages ranging 

from 1889-1997 with many sets including better, we note 1909-

29 vals to 40ore, 1926-34 vals to 60ore, 1940 to 5k, 1947 

Tercentenary set, 1950 Paralysis Fund, 1957 Tourism, 1959 set 

to 10k, 1960 Refugee, 1969-83 King Gustav V to 50k, just to 

mention a few plus 14 Miniature sheets, Cat £1,550+ (100s)

£180 NORWAY



959 E An ex dealers stock spanning 1856-1990s many with tags mint 

& used with much of the modern being u/m, we note ranges of 

P/Horns vals to 60ore, 1950-57 vals to 90ore, 1969-83 vals to 

20k, 1959 1k-5k, 1992-95 many vals to 50k. Also a good range 

of "Lion" issues, 1962-78 most vals to 750ore, many other sets 

throughout plus a range of Officials m & u etc, Cat £1,000++ 

(100s)

£150 NORWAY

960 A Tan 'LIndner hinge-less album with a1928 - 1988 U/M and used 

collection. Several hundreds and Cat £1801.

£130 NORWAY

961 E 1935 Silver Jubilee - Complete Commonwealth Omnibus set 

fine mint  on pages in mounts. A few checked were mounted 

(several Lightly so). Complete 250 stamps including Egypt 

(LMM) and South Africa in horizontal pairs, good set always in 

demand, cat £1,800.

£500 OMNIBUS

981 A Papua - Stock of Lakatoi issues 1916 - 1931 mint and used on 

Hagner sheets. Many better values and varieties including 

several 'postace' types. Cat some while ago at £3,000+ and 

likely more now.

£330 PNG

982 E SG1177/1180, 2007 Personalised Stamps (smiler sheet types) x 

32 sheets, total cat value is £2,176

£60 PNG

985 E 1925 - 2015 U/M and fine used collection in two display 

folders with many sets and some miniature sheets s well. 

Some good thematics in the post 200 period which are not 

often seen. Some items have been removed but plenty 

remains and no duplication. Very good lot in our opinion and 

with an attractive reserve.

£40 POLAND

987 B Early onwards mainly used collection on quite large leaves. 

Goes to about 1988 and must be 100 album leaves in 

chronological order, includes many sets. Clean lot.

£50 POLAND



989 A Large Brown album with a huge dealers stock mint and used 

1853-2000, well filled with a range of classics to start, then 

1894 Navigator set and scarce St. Anthony set (both fine used); 

solid range of Ceres and Commems including 1920 

Independence sets and continues on with later period mainly 

U/M or fine used. Several thousands

£575 PORTUGAL

992 E 1890 - 1919 Used collection on 9 album leaves, clean lot with 

several circular postmarks. Values to £2, we counted 129 

stamps including 22 Double Heads with values to 1/- and 44 

Admirals including a page of 19 x Die III with vals to 2/-. Vendor 

advises Cat £2,100 as cheapest shades. Recommended 

viewing.

£240 RHODESIA

993 S 1910-13 1/- P.14, Black & pale blue green, SG152 with "Gash in 

Ear" variety, fine used

£55 RHODESIA

995 E 1965 - 1978 used (mostly fine used) collection on album pages. 

Virtually complete for period covered with many sets including 

long definitive ones. Very clean lot and a cheap reserve.

£24 RHODESIA

996 E Hagner sheet with 9 Double Heads used with values to 1/- and 

2/-. Mixed condition but very collectable. Vendor has priced to 

sell

£30 RHODESIA

998 S SG280a, 1917 ½d on 1d rose-carmine mounted mint, a couple 

of curtailed perfs including one corner perf. A rare stamp, cat 

£1,200

£250 RHODESIA

1011 E SG8/21 (except 15), 1888 - 1897 set (missing 10c) mounted 

mint on album page (13 values). Some evidence of light toning 

to some values, normal on this issue due to prevailing 

humidity, generally better than average. A difficult set to 

assemble, cat £600+

£95 SARAWAK



1012 A Two red spring back binders with a substantial mint and 

primarily duplicated used collection from early to modern. 

Thousands of stamps laid out in chronological order on circa 

180 pages. Needs to be viewed, the largest Saudi collection we 

have seen! STC £12,000 - detailed calculations with the lot.

£900 SAUDI ARABIA

1013 S SG131a, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1r U/M with the 'Extra Flagstaff' 

variety, cat £200

£40 SEYCHELLES

1016 S SG81a, 2r25c with the 'Split A' variety mounted mint. One 

pulled perf at lower left. Rare stamp Cat £1,100

£175 SEYCHELLES

1017 S 1859-74 6d Dull purple, SG1 fine mtd mint, Cat £250 £60 SIERRA LEONE

1018 E Queen Victoria to QE2 mint and used collection on circa 40 

album pages. Starts with 2 pages of QV and continues with 

Edward and KGV including Wilberforce values to 1/- used and 

other 2/- values. KG6 definitive set complete used, 1st QE2 def 

set also complete used and many others afterwards. Will easily 

cat over £800. Decent one country starter lot.

£75 SIERRA LEONE

1027 E Mint selection on Hagner page including 1903 vals to 2r, 1921 

to 3r with some gum toning, 1942 vals to 3r, 1951 set to 5/- on 

5r and 1953-54 to 10/-, Cat £460+

£55 SOMALILAND

1029 E 1930-1934 issue between SG44b and Sg49, 15 se-tenant pairs 

includes one block of four identified on Hagner sheet. All are 

used several with circular postmarks, includes three x 2/6d 

value of which two are fine used. Good lot                                                                       

£42 SOUTH AFRICA

1050 E Queen Victoria to KG6  mainly used collection on 8 album 

pages. 121 stamps of which 36 are QV. Noted LKGV vals to 5/- 

and first KG6 def set complete fine used. Clean lot worth 

checking out.

£40 ST. VINCENT



1051 E  Early to 1935 only, Small mint collection on seven printed 

album leaves. In correct se-tenant pairs where required. 

Comprises circa 40 different pairs plus a few single issues. Nice 

starter lot.

£60 SWA

1058 S 1924 50th Anniv of UPU with 45ore, 50ore and 2k, SG169-70 & 

SG174, all fine mtd mint, Cat £268

£50 SWEDEN

1060 S 1924 8th Congress of UPU vals including 5ore, 10ore (WMK 

Wavy lines), 15ore, 30ore, 35ore, 45ore and 60ore, good to 

fine cds used, Cat £238 (7)

£40 SWEDEN

1061 A 1951-1994 u/m collection in blue Lighthouse stock book with 

definitive from 1951-57 many vals to 40ore, 1961-71 many 

vals to 70ore, then a good solid range of sets with 3-sided perf 

pairs, many booklet panes with Rebate booklet panes and 

complete booklet, also some miniature sheets seen, good 

clean lot, Cat £2,100+ (100s)

£160 SWEDEN

1062 S 1957-65 small selection of scarcer booklet panes including 

SG386c (4 different positions), SG386d, 386f, 386g (2) and 

SG387b, all u/m, Cat £300+ (9 panes)

£50 SWEDEN

1064 A A mainly used collection in large wine red stock book from 

1858-2018 including 1858 vals to 50ore, 1862-72 17ore, 1872-

79 vals to 1RD, 1874-98 Official vals to 1k, 1874-89 Postage 

Due vals to 1k, 1910-19 to 5k, 1903 5k P.Office, 1916 & 1917 

surcharges, 1918 Land storm set m & u, 1920 Air mint, 1921-

36 to 145ore, 1924 8th UPU vals to 50ore, 50th UPU vals to 

30ore, 1936 Tercentenary to 1k etc, then a very good solid 

range through to 2018, condn mixed, Cat £5,300+ (100s)

£250 SWEDEN



1066 A Early to 1953 or so duplicated used collection with many nice 

cds cancels throughout. There are the odd mint stamps dotted 

about as well. Red 'Senator' spring back binder well filled with  

100+ pages. Substantial catalogue value in this lot with better 

values and substantial postmark interest. We estimate a 

minimum of 2,000++ stamps in this one. A very clean offering 

which will break well

£300 SWEDEN

1067 S SG146/160  1925 8th Postal Union Congress set fresh mounted 

mint (15v) with hinge remainders. Good set, Cat £750+

£160 SWEDEN

1068 A Superior used collection in two  blue spring back binders from 

1855 Skilling values to 6k; 1856 Stockholm local; well filled 

classic ranges to 1900; 1916-1918 overprints; Both 1924 UPU 

sets complete etc. Very well filled and written up with later 

issues to around 1974 and also a solid offering of back of book 

material including service issues and a few varieties. A very 

good one country offering.

£850 SWEDEN

1076 A Green spring back binder, early to 1950's mint and used 

collection plus a few covers. Better seen and apparently STC 

£600+ many years ago

£160 SWITZERLAND



1079 B Small White envelope box with circa 200 stock cards, being 

fully described auction lots. There are many mint and used 

items with some duplication (max of 5 of any item). These 

were for sale a while ago as many of the cat values are now 

higher and the cards annotated as such. There are many items 

priced above £50 and the total catalogue exceeds £12,500 

according to vendor. Based on a cursory look we would say 

this is probably correct indeed may be a little understated. 

Most of this lot is issues prior to 1950 and there are many 

good items to be found here. Condition is generally good 

although there will doubtless be faults to some. 

Recommended viewing, this will break very well for resale.

£460 SWITZERLAND

1081 A Cricket - The Prudential Cup 1975, special album containing 

photographs of the eight international teams involved plus 23 

covers with match results etc. Nice clean lot

£30 THEMATIC

1084 E Winston Churchill - Sharjah miniature sheet both perf and 

imperf versions U/M, plus Calf of Man sheetlets from 1967 and 

2 pairs of the stamps overprinted. Interesting lot of seldom 

offered items.

£16 THEMATIC

1088 E Mint and used collection on five old printed album pages. Circa 

120 mint and used stamps, with early imperf & rouletted types 

through to Edward VII 5/- and 10/- values, also postage Dues 

for period (7 values). Clean lot for continuation / expansion.

£70 TRANSVAAL

1093 E SG174, 1915 King George V period 1d with Red Cross 

Surcharge x 40 mint copies, several U/M and 6 good used 

examples. Total cat £236. 

£21 TRINIDAD & TOBAGO



1096 S Scarce Printed Matter Stamps, SGNI50/NI54. Stamps of 1892 

overprinted 'IMPRIME' representative set of five values used. A 

decent looking set, the odd fault but a scarce set to assemble, 

five values, cat in excess of £2,300 in the Stamps of the World 

and attractively reserved. rare

£200 TURKEY

1106 E 1861 to 1976 mainly used collection on circa 70+ album leaves, 

many with stamps on both sides. Earlies in the usual mixed 

condition btu the cat value adds up! Well over 500 stamps. 

Reserved very cheaply

£30 USA

1107 S 1869 10c Orange & 12c Green, SG118-9 both with "Cork" 

cancels and grilled gum, with no hidden faults, Cat £320

£55 USA

1108 S 1869 15c Blue & brown, SG121 good to fine used with "Cork" 

cancel, Cat £250

£44 USA

1144 A 1929 - 1984 collection in Lindner printed album. A few earlier 

issues used but predominantly mint with much U/M 

thereafter. Fairly comprehensive in the later periods and in 

reality only a few highly catalogued issues missing. Some 

better in situ  including the 1952 stamp anniversary sheetlet of 

four. Several hundreds here and includes some of the Air 

issues. A very good collection of it's type.

£130 VATICAN

1145 A 1929-1982 U/M collection in a red printed Lighthouse hinge-

less album. Only missing the 1934 surcharge set of 6 stamps, 

otherwise complete includes the 1948 Air Pair, 1949 Air, 1935 

Judicial Congress set and 1933 set and the good 1952 

Centenary Miniature sheet. Lovely condition throughout. Total 

cat (list provided) is £5,189. Excellent one country offering, 

good throughout.

£350 VATICAN



1150 S North Vietnam: Tonking - SGN4, 1951 100d green Imperforate 

fine used block of four, cat £168+

£40 VIETNAM

1152 E Bahawalpur - 1949 U.P.U. set SGO28b/O31b, perf 17½ x 17 

(the good perf), in part sheets of 40 sets U/M. Cat £360

£42 WHOLESALE

1153 E Falkland Islands, MS880, 2000 Prince Williams 18th Birthday 

miniature sheet x 15 fine U/M, cat £165 (£11 each). Popular 

country and subject!

£13 WHOLESALE

1157 A IRELAND - Large dealer folder with U/M commemoratives with 

some duplication. Several hundreds if not 1,000 or more 

stamps. Many sets with duplication in places. Some  self 

adhesives / booklets noted. This lot contains over 100 Euros 

face value as well. Clean material throughout, ideal for resale.

£70 WHOLESALE

1159 A Luxembourg - Lighthouse burgundy stock book with slip case. 

Ex dealer stock of National Welfare Fund sets  from 1946 to 

1961 in blocks / sheets. Complete for every year and either 15 

or 25 sets of each. All U/M and huge catalogue value of 

£9,316, Good lot. Potential for reseller / dealer

£350 WHOLESALE

1161 E 1980 Football sheetlets, SG617-24 with perf and imperf, fine 

u/m

£70 YEMEN

1162 E QE2 period, mostly fine used selection (a few U/M) with 

several sets plus odd values, cat £173, very clean lot with all 

items clearly identified by SG catalogue number.

£27 ZAMBIA


